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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND -DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

The Problem 

Statement of~ problem. Evidence seems to indicate 

that there is a definite need in the senior high schools in 

Kansas for improvement in the physical education programs 

for physically handicapped boys. Although data on the num

ber and types of physically handicapped boys are incomplete, 

there is sufficient information to conclude that there is a 

large number or physically handicapped boys in Kansas senior 

high schools whose rehabilitation needs are not being met. . . 

Further, it is thought that in most instances a constructive 

program can be created to help meet their needs. 

Purpose or the study. It was the purpose or this 

study (1) to ascertain the extent to which the physical ed

ucation needs or physically handicapped boys were being met 

in the senior high schools of Kansas in 1949-1950; (2) to 

reveal significant factors contributing to the inadequacy, 

if any, of physical education programs for physically handi

capped boys; and (3) to make _some general recommendations 

regarding ways in which. such programs may be improved. 

Limitations .2f. ~ study. It would be difficult to 

review the total problem of rehabilitation of the handi

capped in one paper. Accordingly, this investigation was 

restricted to physical education programs for boys in high 
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schools of the 8-4 and the 6-3-3 plan in the State of Kan

sas. This limitation should make it possible to obtain 

more specific data pertaining to the part that physical ed

ucation programs in the Kansas senior high schools play in 

meeting the needs of handicapped youth. The findings 

should help to provide a meaningful basis for the improve

ment of high ~~pool physical education curriculums in the 

future. 

Method or investigation. The questionnaire inquiry 

method was chosen as the best means of securing the neces

sary data from so large a geographical area. A question

nairel was sent to 297 senior high schools accredited for 

the school year 1948-49 by the Kansas State Department of 

Education. 

The Kansas State High School Activities Association 

classifies ·· member schools as AA, A, and B, based on school 

enrollment.2 At the time this study was made there were 

654 high school members of which 33 were in Class AA, 98 in 

Class A, and 523 in Class B. The questionnaire was sent to 

all Class AA and Class A high schools and to 166 Class B 

high schools, a total of 297 schools. The Class B high 

schools were selected to include samplings from every 

lA copy of the questionnaire may be found in the 
appendix, p. 47. 

2c1ass AA, Class A, and Class Bare defined on 
page 4. 
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section of the state as well as schools indicated by Mr. E. 

A. Thomas., Commissioner of Kansas State High School Activi

ties., as having outstanding physical education programs. By 

sending questionnaires to all the larger schools., informa

tion was secured concerning a majority or senior high school 

boys although less than half of the total number or accred

ited senior high schools are represented. One hundred 

sixty-nine schools reported on grades 9-12; twelve included 

grades 10-12; four, grades 7-12; two, grades 6-12; and one 

included grades 9-11. 

A total or 202 questionnaires were returned. or 
this number., fourteen were returned bl~nk., leaving a total 

of 188 usable returns -- 63 per cent of those solicited. 

Sixty-seven per cent or the Class AA schools., 63 per cent 

of the Class A schools., and 63 per cent of the Class B 

schools responded. One follow-up request to schools fail~ 

ing to respond., together with the original request, ac

counted for these percentages or return. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

Rehabilitation. Rehabilitation of the handicapped 

was interpreted as . .meaning assurance that the handicapped 

person shall be enabled to 11ve--desp1te his disabilities-

as normal a life as possible.I 

l"A man •• a child •• and a story.," leaflet, Na
tional Society For Crippled Children and Adults, Lawrence 
J. Linck, Executive Director, Chicago--,-; Illinois. 
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Class AA. Senior high schools bearing the classifica

tion AA include all those with enrollments of more than 475 
.. 

students. 1 

Class A. Senior high schools bearing the classifica

tion A include all those with enrollments of more than 150 

and not more than 475 students. 2 

Class B. Senior high schools bearing the classifica

tion B include those with enrollments not exceeding 150 

students.3 

High School. The term high school as used in the 

thesis was interpreted as including schools with grades 10-12 

in their high school program as well as schools including 

grades 9-12 in their high school program. 

Recreation. The term recreation is used to describe 

a type of activity in which an individual engages because 

it is satisfying to him. It is assumed that-, since the ac

tivity is satisfying, the participant in recreative physical 

education activities through them prepares himself for better 

social adjustments. Re-creation implies the re-animation or 

renewal of the total organism. 4 

lconstitution Rules and By-Laws, 1948-49, Kansas State 
High School Activities Association, Topeka, Kansas, p. 10. 

2Loc. cit. 

3Loc. cit. 

4aeorge T. Stafford, Sports for the Handicapped (sec
ond edition; New York: Prentice-Ha!!; Inc., 1947), p. 12. 
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Atypical .2.!: handicapped. The term atypical or handi-

capped as adapted from Staffordl is used to identify the in

dividual with certain physical handicaps or defects which 

may limit his ability to use fully all his body parts and to 

achieve reasonable success in the whole range of life adjust

ments., including the normal sport activities of the usual 

physical education program. 

Organization of thesis. The following chapter is de

voted to information of a generally related nature to the 

topic of this study. Some sections are valuable as bases 

for comparison with data from the present investigation. 

The mat·enial obtained from the questionnaires is summarized 

and interpreted in Chapter III. In addition to these data 

information is presented concerning the possible effects of 

physical and mental handicaps upon adjustment in adulthood. 

The conclusions and recommendations presented in Chapter IV 

are based in part on the questionnaire findings and suggest 

some ways in which schools may aid in the rehabilitation of 

handicapped youths through physical education programs 

adapted to their needs. 

1Ibid • ., p. 2. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE AND STATISTICS 

A great deal has been written concerning the physi

cally handicapped, the incidence and types of handicaps, 

and the needs of individuals suffering from them. A brief 

summary follows of articles closely related to the problem 

at hand. 

History. There is some evidence that the Chinese 

used medical gymnastics three thousand years B.c. 1 Other 

countries subsequently have used vari~us systems of correc

tive gymnastics. Many educators in the United States ap

proved some or all of these gymnastics. After World War I 

corrective classes for the physically handicapped appeared 

in this country. It did not matter that many of the parti

cipants suffered from defects that could not be corrected 

by physical education. The general feeling was that the 

handicapped individual -should be protected. 

In primitive times the lot of the cripple was not 

easy.. He was often subject to ridicule and persecution. 

If he were part of a migratory tribe he had to be strong to 

survive. In some areas the cripple was considered to be an 

111 omen and very often was put to death. 

loeorge T. Stafford, Sports for the Handicapied, 
(Second edition; New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19~7), · 
p. 16. 



Our attitudes in modern times have changed. Those 

who cannot be helped by corrective gymnastics need sports 
.. 

adapted to their needs with accent on carry-over value. 
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The manpower needs of World War II offered greater oppor

tunities than ever before for handicapped individuals to 

handle jobs suited to their particular capabilities. 1 It 

should follow that handicapped individuals can compete suc

cessfully in sports adapted to their needs. If complete re

habilitation of the handicapped is to become a reality, 

worthy use of leisure time must be a very definite objective 

of those concerned with rehabilitation of the ha~dicapped. 

The Need. "Physica.l defects are the forerunners of 

unhappiness and failure ••• physical disability constitutes 

one of the outstanding hindrances to the progressive de

velopment of ·.a heal thy human race. "2 

For the purpose of teaching the atypical 
student most effectively, a number of outstand
ing needs must be recognized. In general there 
is the need for consideration of the question of 
the extent and typ~ of impairment of educability 
due to certain physical defects. There is the 
need for a decision as to th~ proper agency for 
the treatment of the various defects which are 
common among students. There is a need for a 
methodology of teaching the atypical that is 
based on modern educational pr1nciples.j 

lv. K. Harvey and E. P. Luongo, "Physical Impairment 
and Job Performance,u Journal of the American Medical Asso
ciation, 127: 961-970, April !Ir, 1945 • 

. 2J. E. Bentley, Problem Children. New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, Inc., 1936, p. 3. 

3stafford, .QE. -cit., p. 11. 
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Differences of opinion occur among various authors 

as to the proper age.ncy for treatment of defects prevalent 

among students. Many schools report "excellent results 11 

in the treatment of postural deviations, hernia, asthma, 

chronic appendicitis, . and numerous post-operative cases.I 

When teachers of physical education were ques
tioned as to why these cases were being treated by 
the personnel of the department of physical educa
tion, rather than by the medical doctors, the reply 
was usually that these cases were in the school and 
were not being taken care of by other agencies. Ob
viously, someone must take care of them. But why the 
personnel of the department of physical education? 
Why not the doctors or medicine whose training makes 
them best fitted for this type of therapy? The child 
with astigmatism is fitted with corrective .. glasses 
by _the ophthalmologist or the oculist; the child 
with malocclusion is treated by the orthodontist. 

The newer .trend in many $Chools is away from the 
correction of the physical defect by formal exercise 
and toward the provision of the advantages and oppor
tunities available through games and sports activi
ties properly supervi~ed and adapted to the needs of 
the atypical student. · . · 

This newer trend "takes the physically handicapped 

individual as he is with respect for what he may become, 

helps him to help himself, and contributes to the better 

health and efficiency of the total individua1."3 

1rbid., p. 6 Introduction. 

2Loc. cit. --
3H. G. Metcalf, The Establishment in the Public 

Schools of Educational Procedures for Childr~with Physi
cal Defects. Ph.D. Dissertation. New York University, 
1914, p. 299. 
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If this trend is followed to its logical conclusion, 

the proper agency for the actual correction of physical de-. 
fects would be the medical profession. 1 H. C. Morrison 

states: 'However acutely we may be concern.ea · about the 

health of school children and about what is called physical 

education, teachers have no occasion either in principles or 

practice to treat the physical maladies of their pupils. 02 

Many authorities support the tenet that it should not 

be the function or the school to correct those physical de

fects or treat those "physical maladies" which can best be 

treated only by a physician.3 

Other educators feel differently. J.E. Bentley 

states: 1· 

Remedial features must be stressed in the school 
curriculum. Often they are interpreted as being recrea
tional in scope and aim, serving the purpose of the 
re-formation of habits and activity. Manifestly, ex
pert care should be extended conscientiously to the 
crippled child along physically recuperative and re
habilitative lines by duly qualified teachers •••• All 
training should be individually applied wherever 
possible and conform to ·the needs of the individual 
case g~ided by the advice of a competent medical ad-
visor. . 

lstafford, .21?.!. cit., p. 7, Intr.oduction. 

2H. C. Morrison,. Basic Principles of Education. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934, p. 55. 

3Stafford, .QE.• cit •. 

4Bentley, .Q.E.• cit., p. 31. 
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The theory that the school should assume the respon

sibility of the home which has failed is supported by Terman, 

who says: 

Modern educational principles indicate a greater 
significance being attached to the health examination 
and the correction of remedial defects. One solution 
suggests that public clinics be operated for those 
enrolled in our educational institutions. Possibly 
the school should establish clinics and educate the 
child phys1cally as it now provides for his mental 
education. 

As evidenced, wide differences of opinion exist ·as to 

the schools' responsibility toward the handicapped child. 

Some measure of guidance toward ; the solution to this prob

lem may be found in the following quotation from Symonds: 

The school can no longer consider itself merely 
as an academic institution where children learn read
ing, writing, arithmetic, geography and history, which 
traditionally have made up the subject matter of 
schools' curriculum. The whole child comes to school, 
and the school is responsible for the child as a whole 
while in school ••• not just the academic child but the 
child who must lear~ to live as a social being in a 
social environment. 

The National Health Survey. The National Health Sur

vey was conducted by the United States Public Health Service 

in 1935-1936. It was a house to house canvass primarily of 

large city populations. Eighty-three cities were surveyed 

and estimates for the entire country were based on these 

lL. M. Terman and J.C. Almack, The Hygiene of the 
School Child. Revised Edition. Boston=--Houghton Mifr!Tn 
Company, 1929, p. 232. 

2p. M. Symonds, Mental Hygiene of the School Child. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1935, p. 2. 
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findings. The figures derived from this survey are general

ly considered minimum figures due to the probability of er

ror by overrepresenting large cities and by the suspected 

tendency on the part of the persons canvassed· to underes

t'imate and minimize conditions in their particular household. 

This suspected tendency might in part be traced back to the 

age old feeling of shame and fear of witchcraft held for 

crippled or deformed persons. 

The National H~alth Survey found a much higher prev

alence of orthopedic impairments among boys of high school 

age than girls, probably because boys are much more active 

at this age. In the following years this tendency continues 

to rise, presumably because of occupational risks of the 

male. Based on number of cases per 100,000 persons, the 

estimated number of males of high school age with incapac

itating orthopedic impairments was 105; and the number of 

non-disabling impairments for the same group was 1,009.l 

The estimated number of males of high school age in 

the United States with incapacitating orthopedic impair

ments was 13,300; and non-disabling orthopedic impairments 

145,600.2 The estimated annual number of new cases of or

thopedic impairment for boys of high school age as of 1940 

lBernard D. Karpin~s, The Physically Handicapped, 
Public Health Reports, Vol. 5-S:-October -22, 1943, No. 43, 
p. 1576, Table I. 

2Ibid., Table 2, p. 1578. 



was estimated to be 1,160 incapacitating and 11,630 non

disabling.l 
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It must be remembered the aforementioned figures con-

cern only those with orthopedic impairments. These consti

tute only a fraction of the total number of handicapped per

sons in the United States. An orthopedic impairment, as de

fined for the Survey, is a permanent handicap which has been 

depriving the afflicted person of the natural use of some 

portion of his skeletal system. 2 

A great number and variety of estimates as to the 

number of physically handicapped of various types there are 

1n the United States are available. The National Health 

Survey 1s probably the most comprehensive source of informa

tion available concerning physically handicapped 1nv1diduals. 

Crippled Children. The Committee on the Physically· 

and Mentally Handicapped of the White House Conference re

ported that there were 468,325 crippled children in the Uni

ted States 1n .1933,3 or -3 per 1,000. In 1944, there were 

. libid., Table 3, p. 1574. 

2rbid., p. 1574. 

3Howard A. Rusk, M.D., and Eugene J. Taylor, Physi
cal Disability: A National Problem, American Journal of 
Public Health, Vol. 38, No~ 10, p. 138, October, 1948, 
citing White House Conference on Child Health and Protec
tion Committee on Physically and Mentally Handicapped. 
~ Handicapped Child, New York: Appleton-Century, 1933, 
p. 134. 
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373,177 registered crippled children according to the Chil

dren's Bureau.I 

Draft Figures. The school children of _today are the 

adults of tomorrow. World War II draft figures indicate that 

handicaps should be sought among school age children and 

wherever possible remedied at the time of discovery. 

Our figures from the World War II draft were very dis

couraging. There were 4,000,000 rejectees out of 13,000,000 

men examined up to and including January, 1944. 2 Figures as 

or December, 1944, show 15,217,000 registrants with 4,560,000 

rejections (30 per cent).3 Approximately 4,000,000 men with 

"slight 11 handicaps were accepted for service in the armed 

forces; another 1,000,000 were rejected shortly after enter

ing the services because of physical or mental conditions. 

Only about one in every five men of the original 13,000,000 

was able to qualify as being physically fit. 

Orthopedic impairments .have been mentioned in this 

chapter. ~here follpws -a brief summary of a few of the many 

other types of physical handicaps particularly as relates to 

their prevalence in the United States. 

ton: 
lrbid., citing Facts About Cri~Eled Children. 

Government Printing Office, 194, p. 1. 
Washing-

2t. G. Rowntree, "National Program for Physical Fit
ness," Journal of the Amerfcan Medical Association, Vol. 
CXXV (July 22, I94'lf'J"; p. 825. · 

3selective Service System, Selective Service. Wash
ington, D.C.: National Headquarters, December, 1944, p. 3. 
(Monthly Bulletin.) · 
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Poliomyelitis. As with other types of disability 

statistics, it is difficult to estimate the extent of dis

ability resulting from poliomyelitis. The number of cases 

reported in 1945 was 13,514, as compared with 19,029 in 1944; 

12,450 in 1943; 4,033 in 1942; 9,068 in 1941; 9,826 in 1940; 

7,343 1n 1939; and 1,705 in 1938. "Cases reported"., however, 

means only the cases which have come to the attention of the 

health authorities. In some states, only paralytic cases are 

reported; in other states, non-paralytic cases are included. 1 

A sampling survey of approximately 1,900,000 men ex

amined for selective service registration from April, 1942, 

to December, 1943, indicated that 6 out of each 1,000 showed 

definite signs of having had infantile paralysis sometime 

during their lives. 

Epilepsy. Estimates on the number of persons in the· 

United States subject to convulsive disorders vary from one

half million to one and one-half million; 2 as there are no 

figures available on the number of persons disabled by epi

lepsy. · 

·1Howard A. Rusk, and Eugene J. Taylor, American Journal 
of Public Health, Vol. 38, No. 10 (October, 1948), p. 1383, 
citing figures from Nati9nal Foundation for Infantile Paraly
sis publications. 

2Loc. cit., citing M.A. Glaser and M. Irons. "Is The 
Epilepti'ca Safe Motor Vehicle Driver." Journal of Nervous 
and Mental Disorders, Vol. 103 (January, 1946), p.~1. 
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Approximately 50,000 such persons are institutionalized.1 

Diseases of the Heart and Arteries. It is estimated 

that, in the United States, there are between 9,000,000 and 

10,000,000 persons suffering from diseases of the heart and 

arteries, 2 and where surveys have been conducted, from 0.3 to 

6 per cent of the childhood population and o.6 to 1 per cent 

of the young adult population have been found to be arflicted 

with rheumatic fever.3 In a further study of 1,000 children 

followed for a period of 10 years after an initial diagnosis 

of rheumatic fever, it was found that 344 had been forced by 

residual heart disease to limit their activities; 135 of 

these were so incapacitated that they were forced to lead 

a sedentary existence, and 209 were restricted, in that they 

could not participate in competitive sports.4 

Of the 4,836,000 men between the ages of 18 and 37 

rejected by Selective Service from November, 1941, to August, 

lLoc. cit., citing Harry Sands. "Epileptic Child Can 
Lead a Normal Life." ~ Child, Vol. 10 {June, 1946), p. 
189 • 

. 2Loc. cit., citing Statement of Dr. Rolla E. Dyer, 
Assistan~urg'eon General, u. S. Public Health Service in 
memorandum of May 28, 1947. 

3Loc. cit., citing J. R. Paul. Epidemiology of 
Rheumatic~ever:-and Some of Its Public Health AspectS:
New York: Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 1943. 

4Loc. cit., citing T. D. Jones, and E. F. Bland. 
"Rheumatic Fever and Heart Disease; Completed 10 Year Ob
servations on 1,000 Patients." Tr. A. Am. Physicians, 
Vol. 57, 1942, p. 265. -- - --
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1945, 317,000, or 6.6 per cent, were disqualified because 

of cardiovascular d1fficulties.l 
<I 

The Acoustically Handicapped. In common with most 

types of disabilities, there are no accurate statistics on 

the number of acoustically handicapped persons in the Uni

ted States. 

Estimates of the number of partially-hearing children 

range from 2 to 12 per cent of the population up to a figure 

of 3,000,000.2 

The Visually Handicapped. The most generally accepted 

figure on the number of blind in the United States is 

230,000,3 with an annual incidence of new cases of blindness 

at 6.6 per 10,000 population.4 

As of January, 1948, the number of blind children en

rolled in residential schools or classes for the blind was 

5,876. Of these, 5,344 were in residential schools, and 532 

in braille classes in public schools. There are no reliable 

lLoc. cit., citing Med. Stat. Bull. No. 4, on. _cit., 
p. 36. - - -- ..::...c. 

2Ib1d., p. 1384, citing S. R. Silverman. "Hard of 
Hearing Children,"in Hearing and Deafness, Ibid., p. 354. 

3Loc. cit., citing Herbert Yahres. What Do You Know 
About BlindneSS:- New Yor~: Public Affairs Committe"e;9 1947, 
p. 4. 

4Loc. cit., citing Public Health Reports, Vol. 56 
(November;-191f!T. 
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statistics available on the number of blind children outside 

residential schools and classes for the blind, but the best 
..i · 

estimate on the total number of blind school age children 

in the United States is about 10,000. 1 

Because of varying interpretations and legal defini

tions of "visually handicapped", or "partially seeing", 

figures vary on the number of such persons in the nation. 

It is estimated, however, that there are some 9,000 chil

dren at present in 620 special classes for the visually 

handicapped in 221 cities, and that some assistance is giv

en to a small number of such children in rural a~eas. The 

total number of children in need of such special services 

has been estimated at 50,000.2 Estimates have been made by 

Hathaway that one child in every 500 should be included in 

this group.3 

Cerebral Palsy. Reliable statistical surveys on the 
. 4 

incidence of cerebral palsy have been very meager. 

ltoc. cit., citing Lowenfeld Berthold, Director of 
Educational Research, American Foundation for the Blind, 
Letter.of March 15, 1948. 

2toc. cit., citing Winifred Hathaway. Education and 
Health o~et>a'rtially Seeing Child. New York: Colurnbra.
University Press, 1947, p. 3. 

3toc. cit., citing Winifred Hathaway. Education and 
Health of the-,;artially Seein~ Child. New York.:, Columbia 
University Press, 1943, p. 26. 

4Ibid.,pp. 1382-1383. 
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Phelps has reported an annual birth incidence 
or 7 per 100,000 total population, 15 ~er cent of 
whom die in the first 5 years of life. This would 
mean that the total number of cases in the United 
States based on a life expectancy of 50 years would 
be approximately 336,000. At the present. time, there 
are some 40,000 such children listed on state crip
pled children's registers, but the U. s. Children's 
Bureau esti~ates there are 175,000 such children in 
the nation. 

· There is no accurate accounting of the number of 

cerebral palsied in Kansas. They simply seek aid and are 

registered. The Wichita Institute of Logopedics estimates 

there are 2,500 now in reputable clinics. 

No attempt has been made to determine the number of 

cases due to the problem of finance. At the present time 

the facilities, trained personnel, and finances are inade

quate to meet the needs of the known cases. 

Cerebral palsy has not been publicized as much as 

_poliomyelitis~ probably because it is not a dramatic dis

ease. It is not communicable and usually the victim ex

hibits the symptoms ~t birth or shortly after. However, 

one can become palsied in later years in a number of ways. 

According to the Institute of Logopedics, much of 

the effort towards rehabilitating the cerebral palsied has 

been ineffective. Several w~dely scattered areas have built 

buildings only to discover no trained personnel were available. 

libid., p. 1383, citing Winthrop Phelps. Recent 
Significant Trends in the Care of Cerebral Palsy. M. J. 
South. Vol. 39 (Feoruary, 1946T; p. 132. 

2Ibid., · citing U.S. Children's Bureau, Social Se
curity Administration, Federal Security Agency, Press 
release of April 14, 1947. 
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There is a need for the public to beoome aware of the 

situation as it stands. However, very little can be done 
~ -

until a sufficient number of thoroughly trained personnel 

are available. 

Physical handicaps and their relationship to person

ality. It was deemed advisable to make mention in this 

study of the possible detrimental effects of physical hand

icaps on the personality. Although physical education in

structors cannot solve the total problems of physically 

handicapped individuals they should be at least aware of 

these problems that they may make their .programs as con

structive as possible. Should the instructors not under

s~and, to some degree, problems of the personality, it is 

entirely possible that the physical education program could 

be so organized that the physical improvement of the indi

vidual was positive but the effects on the personality 

negative. 

More specifically- there is the need for an under

standing of the total body needs of the individual, rather 

than tne concentration of effort on the correction of the 

physical defect. Adler states, "Children who have been 

treated as step-children by Nature have an entirely differ

ent attitude toward life anq their fellow creatures from 
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that of those to whom< the joys of existence were vouchsafed 

at an early age. 111 
:,i 

Adler states that: 

••• organic inferiority may play a conspicuous role in 
the development of one's life ••• some suffer a great 
deal from their handicap and harbor a constant feeling 
that because of this they are not able to measure up 
to the average demands of life. They believe their 
fate is sealed. We see this in ••• persons·with defec
tive eyesight, hearing and locomotion, those with flat 
feet, those of extremely short stature, etc.2 

nindeed, were it possible for us to discard our sup

posed burdens, physical defects would outnumoer all the 

rest. 11 3 

Walsh further supports the idea that physical defects 

may lead to feelings of inferiority: 

••• the feeling of inferiority is often based upon a 
physical imperfection; indeed, physical deficiencies 
are common sources of the feeling. There is no de
fect too insignificant ••• It is not so much the im
pairment itself but the person's attitude toward 
it ••• Usually the defect is over-valued, over-stressed • 
••• It is not· surprising that physical deficiencies 
should engender a sense of loss; disparity, in.secur
ity, inadequacy. From time ·1mmemor1a1 physical per
fection has been made an ideal, and has been the 
symbol of power and achievement. Again, it has 
been the goal of tne majority, the thing most ad
mire~ and desired. 

lstafford, ~. cit., p. 12, citing A. Adler., 0 The 
Feeling of Inferiority and the Striving for Recognition," 
Proceedings of the ~gral Society of Medicine, Vol. XX 
(1927), pp. TIJ8r-!8 • -

,. 

2Alexandra Adler, Guitling Human Mfsfits. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1938. ·pp •. 2-3. . 

3w111iam s. Walsh, The Inferiority Feeling. New 
York: E~ P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1928. p. 101. 

4Ibid.; p. 188. 
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Physical inferiority can also exert an unfavorable 

influence upon the development of character.I 

iji.dicule by others or neglect by parents because 

of physical handicaps may contribute to unfortunate ad

justments.2 

One of the three types of children most likely to 

develop into neurotics is one with an organic infer1or1-

ty.3 

Some physical imperfections, such as the hunchback, 

are unsightly and may provoke ridicule and unfair treat

ment from playmates with any or several result.a. 

It is an established fact that all body parts act 

and interact one upon the other, and what affects the one 

for good or for 111 affects the other also.4 It is diffi

cult to have a balanced emotional life when one's body 

parts are not in harmony. 5 

Because of the great variety .of fears and feelings 

lAdler, .Q£• cit., p • 44. 

2Loc. cit. 

3Ibid., p. 8. 

4walsh, .21?.. cit., p • 188. 

5Loc. cit. -
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that manifest themselves through a lack of physical perfection, 

it behooves the physical education instructor to prepare him

self as adequately as possible to cope with these manifesta

tions so that 111 effects are kept to a minimum. 

A great number of people who exhibit inferiority feel

ings are unaware or their physical impairments. Sixty per 

cent or the people who have not sought the assistance of phy

sicians, under the impression that they are perfectly sound, 

would upon examination find themselves mistaken.I 

It was not the purpose or this thesis to present a 

thorough explanation or all reactions to physical impair

ment. There have been a number of book's written giving ad

equate coverage of the subject. However, as was previously 

stated, it is important that all physical education instruc

tors be aware of the existence and know the possibilities of 

such reactions to those suffering from physical disabilities 

so that they may assume their full share of responsibility 

in helping those individuals overcome their feelings of inad

equacy. 

The recreative movement. According to Stafford the v 
development of the recreative movement parallels the Indus

trial Revolution. He wrltes: 

libid., p. 192. 
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When machines took the place of human labor, two 
conditions became a~parent: (1) more time was available 
for leisure, and (2) the human body needed something to 

~ take the place .of the exercise which labor formerly de
manded.1 

Formal physical education programs are being de

emphasized in favor of recreational programs having a higher

degree of carry-over value. The objective, worthy use of 

leisure time can be partially satisfied through the physical 

education program. 

It is interesting to note further that because of the 

present emphasis on recreation and the great number and va

riety of recreational games available, adapted sports pro

grams can be more suc_cessfully designed and executed. John 

Dewey emphasizes the need for recreation with the following 

observation: 

Education has no more serious responsibility· 
than making ade.quate provision for enjoyment of re
creative leisure; not only for the sake of immediate 
health, but still more if possible £or the sake of 
its lasting effect upon habits of mind.2 · 

The physical education instructor of today needs to 

know the principles of recreational therapy not only for the 

normal ·individual, but also for the thousands of handicapped 

individuals. 

lstafford, .2E.· cit., . p. 34. 

2John Dewey, Democracy and Education. New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1921, p. 24r:-
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Unfortunately, in the past, in most schools, the 
atypical student has not been allowed to participate in 
recreative activities of the "big muscle" type ••• There-

~ fore, an attempt should be made to give him what he has 
been denied through pleasurable recreational activities 
which release tension, has definite therapeutic value ••• 
The socializing benefits of recreative physical educa
tion activities are needed by the atypical so that he 
may be temporarily released from the usual cares and 
routine of his daily tasks and allowed to participate 
in those recreative activities which are within his 
capacity. Practically all the books dealing with re
creation are intended for those whose health will al
low them to participate in the normal recreative 
activities without much restriction. Few, if any, . 
recreative activities have been suggested for those 
whose health is below normal or for those whose skel
etal limitations prevent their participation in the 
recreative physical education activities which are 
usually offered to the normal student ••• There is a 
need for a better understanding of those specific 
recreative activities which may be used in the teach
ing of students with specific defects.I 

Stafford writes that the criteria for selection of the 

recreative activities for the handicapped should be these: 

1. The activity should have some corrective or. 
ameliorative value for particular functional defects. 

2. It should have a minimum or "expectancy of 
injury," or aggravation of the handicap. 

3. It should have some recreative value for 
the individual with either functional or structural 
defects.2 

Dr. Stafford has followed these criteria in his book 

nsports for the Handicapped". This book will prove a valuable 

guide for those desiring to organize physical education pro

grams for physically handicapped students. 

lstafford, .Q.e.• cit., pp. 13-14. 

2Ibid., p. 15 Introduction. 
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It is hoped that the foregoing chapter has provided 

the reader with some idea of the need and importance of ade

quately educating the handicapped. The majority of the 

figures presented were estimates on a national scale and 

it is difficult to compare them directly with findings on 

the questionnaire to be presented in Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SURVEY RESULTS 

In this chapter there is presented a summary of findings 

from 188 of the 297 Kansas high schools to which questionnaires 

were sent. An attempt has been made to analyze and interpret 

these data in such a way that the reader may have a useful 

and meaningful basis for Judging the adequacy of programs. 

for physically handicapped boys in the high schools or Kansas 

in 1949-1950. 

A total or 815 handicapped boys were re:po.rted by 

the 188 schools answering the questionnaire. Fifty-seven or 

the schools reported no handicapped boys. A total of 17,726 

boys are enrolled in these schools. Judging from these fig

ures, the handicapped comprise almost 5 per cent of the total 

male enrollment. The schools reporting ranged in enrollment 

from 8 to 1300 boys with from 1 to 6 physical education in

structors per school. Nine schools with 90 or more boys re

ported one handicapped. 

The various types of handicaps reported by the 188 
ru 
0 schools ·were grpuped in 18 categoriee ae illustrated in 
\.9 
N Table I. These types of handicaps were selected _to include 

those most prevalent among high school students as indicated 

by Stafford.l The figures indicate the total number or hand

icapped boys reported for each type • 

. loeorge T. Stafford, snorts for the HandicaE~ed (Second 
edition; New York: Prentice- all, Inc.-;--!9~7), p.8. 



TABLE I 

TYPES OF HANDICAPS INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY AND 
_ TOTAL NUMBER OF EACH IN. 188 

KANSAS HIGH SCHOOLS 
. 19~9-1950. 

Nature or handicap 

Defective sight . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Diseaees or the heart and arteries. • • • • • • • • • 
Orthopedic. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Poliomyelitis • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • 
Hernia. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hard of hearing • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nervous instability • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Enlarged tonsils and adenoids • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Skin defec.ts. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Weak ·-lungs. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Post-operative defects. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nasal obstruction • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Amputees. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Epilepsy. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cerebral palsy. • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • 
Enlarged lymph glands • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Obese • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
M. D. excuse (no reason c1 ted). • • • • • • • • • • • 
Diabetic. • • • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • • • • • .. • 
Muscular dystrophy. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Estimated number. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • 

Total -- all types. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

*No types were indicated for this number. 
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Number 
of 

cases 

• 158 
• 128 
• 93 
• 86 
• 68 
• 54 . 39 
• 38 
• 30 
• 30 
• 23 
• 12 
• 11 
• 9 
• 1 
• 3 
• 2 
• 2 
• 1 
• 1 
• 20* -
• 815 
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In a few instances questionnaires were returned with 

an estimated number of handicapped, but with no indication of 

specific types. These are also included in Table I. 

What did the boys retained 1n gym classes do? Thirty

six schools used their handicapped for some work such as 

handing out towels; fifty-three schools let them participate 

in physical education activities; and fifty-one schools per

mitted them to do some or both. Ten indicated that the hand

icapped were enrolled in separate classes adapted to their 

needs. Twenty-two placed the handicapped in a separate group 

in the same class with normal boys and seventy-six indicated 

the handi_capped were placed in the same group with normal 

children. The remainder of the respondents either indicated 

no handicapped or excused the handicapped from participation 

1n any type or physical activity. The fact that the· majority 

or the boys were kept in the same class and group with normal 

boys probably explains why they participated in some of the 

activities and did odd jobs the remainder or the time. Such 

restriction of activity could have an undesirable effect upon 

the handicapped boy, by emphasizing to him his shortcomings. 

If he were in an adapted sports class or group, he could per

form all sports offered, as the·y would be adapted to his 

specific needs. It must be recognized that this type of 

segregation will also tend to point up to . one his short

comings. 

Do physical education instructors feel that their 
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programs are adequate to meet the needs of all the handicapped 

boys? Twenty-four replied in the affirmative, and 115 an

swered "No". Fifty did not answer this item. This seems to 

indicate rather clearly that Kansas high schools feel they 

need to improve their physical education curricular require

ments. The instructors were p~ovided with space on the ques

tionnaire to indicate the reasons they thought their programs 

were inadequate. Table II reveals the distribution of re--
' . 

spon~es among the six reasons stated on the questionnaire 

check list. 

TABLE II 

REASONS WHY THE MAJORITY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATORS IN 
114 KANSAS HIGH SCHOOLS TijOUGHT THEIR 

PROGRAMS. WERE INADEQUATE 
1949-1.950 . . 

Reasons for inadequacies Total 
number 
checked* 

Lack of proper facilities. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 99 
Insufficient time • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 81 
Lack of ·money • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 
La.ck of training and knowledge of procedure. • • • • 32 
Lack of interest on the part of the administration. • 16 
Lack of interest on the part. of individual teachers • 12 
Others. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 

*Several inst~uctors checked more than one -reason. 

There may have been some overlapping between the short

age -of proper facilities and. insufficient money but the large 

number of respondents who checked these two items indicates 

that more adequate facilities were a major need. It is 
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possible that the schools which were unable to finance an 

adequate program were similarly hampered in their entire cur

riculum. However., for those in which the latter is not true 

it should be pointed out that with the emphasis on educating 

the whole child. the physical education program should be 

financed as adequately as any other aspect of the curriculum. 

Table II also indicates that lack of time was regarded 

as an important factor in accounting for the inadequacy of 

physical . education programs. Again nlack c;:,f money" could be 

in part .an answer. If teachers are overloaded and the school 

is unable to support any additions to the faculty, an ade

quate program cannot be expected in physical education or any 

other field. 

Thirty-two respondents indicatea that lack of training 
' . 

and knowledge of procedure were at least a partial cause for 

their programs ra~ling to meet standards acceptable to them. 

Ninety instructors indicated they had no training in pre

scribing sports for the handicapped., while seventy had some 

sort of college training. Apparently a number of respondents 

minimized the importance or college training., or failed to 

reeognfze its importance to adequate physical education pro-

fgrams. Twenty-eight did not indicate their training or the 

lack of it._ Those with training average six semester hours 

each; the range was from two to twenty-four semester hours •. 

A further discussion of the inadequacy of physical 

e~ucation programs in Kansas and recommendations for 
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improvement ate presented.·1 in Chapter V. · 

Eighty-one per cent or the physical education instruc

tors reported that they followed a physician's recommendations 

when working with the handicapped. This practice seems manda

tory because of the legal and moral responsibilities involved. 

The .Physician's training as well as his familiarity in most 

communities with individual cases would indicate the necessity 

of seeking his recommendationso Until such time as physical 

education -instructors are required to meet adequate qualifica

tions as regards treatment of handicapped children, they can

not assume responsibility for diagnosing an indi vi-dual' s phys

ical limitations. 

Until such time as trained l)ersonnel and adequate facil

ities are made available, all schools should be laying the 

foundation for an adequate program • . Stafford writes: · 

Educators recognize the need r~r the early de
tection and correction of physical ·defects among school 
children. Although ·the defects may not directly lower 
the .educa~111ty. of the pupils, these defects often 
prove a drag upon the full development of their abili
ties and cause ·impairment of educability.l 

The natural starting level for such a program would be 

pre-school. Health examinations and cumulative records of 

all children should be started if not at a pre-school age, at 

least by kindergarten or first grade. 

lstafrord, .Ql?.• £!!•, p. 5. 
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or the 188 schools contr1outing to this survey., ninety

five reported no cumulative health records were kept., and 
~ 

twenty-three did not respond to the ltem. mhe remaining 

seventy schools reported cumulative health records starting 

at the various grade levels indicated in Table III. 

TABLE III 

THE GRADE LEVEL AT WHICH CUMULATIVE HEALTH 
RECORDS BEGAN AS REPORTED BY 70 . 

. KANSAS HIGH SCHOOLS 

.. 1949-1950 . 

Grade level Total number 

Pre-school • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Kindergarten • .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
First grade. • • .. • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45 
Fifth grade. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Sixth grade. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 1 
Seventh grade. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Ninth grade. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
Grade level unknown. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 -
total •• •· • • • • • • • • • • • • : . • • • • • • • • • .. 70 

It is possible that a large percentage of those start

ing on the first grade level did not have a kindergarten. The 

questionnaire did not ask for information on that point. . -

Are physical education instructors planning definite 

improvements in their programs for the coming school year? 
. . 

Twenty answered "Yes", and 108 answered "No":· Sixty did not 

indicate their intentions. There are several possibilities 

as to why so few plan definite improvements. If the money 

and facilities are not available and the instructors are 
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overloaded, they may feel that they are working to their full-· 

est 1apacity at the present time and an improvement would be a 

physical impossibility. 

As was stated earlier, the majori.ty of instructors had 

no training in prescribing sports and remedial exercises for 

the handicapped and may feel they are incapable of improving 

their programs. 

The opinions of physical education instructors in . 

Kansas high schools are clearly in agreement that a great 

number of programs in Kansas are inadequate and ·that defi

nite improvements are in order if the high schools are to 

meet the needs of physically handicapped youth. 



CHAPTER IV 

EDUCATING CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

Webster defines a cripple as., "One who creeps, halts, 

or limps, a·s from loss of limb." Handicaps may be of a less 

noticeable nature than this definition implies and still be 

of consequence. Organi.c or functional disorders of internal 

organs of' the body will serve as an example. However, it. 

was deemed advisable to include Chapter IV in the thesis be

cause of the overlapping of many principles of the educational 

program for crippled children in orthopedic schools and the 

educational principles which could be adapted to physical ed

ucation programs in high schools. 

"In its broadest implications as now concerned., educa

tion is responsible for promoting individual worth and com

petence in all their various phases, but always within the 

limitation that they must contribute to ·the common good. 111 

Accordingly., a complete service program for crippled. children 

requires: (1) a program of prevention; (2) finding or enum-
, 

eration; (3) diagnosis; (4) medical care . including surgery, 

- hospitalization, prosthesis., convalescent care and physio

therapy; (5) education an~ training; (6) vooati(mal rehabil

itation; and (7) follow-up adjustment services.2 

lJohn J. Lee., ttEducating Crippled Children., 0 Reprinted 
by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults;. The 
Crippled Child, December, 1942; April, 1943; October, 19~3-r--
P• 1. 

2Ib1d., p. 2. 
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The concept or a handicap is very complex and involved. 

Mr. Lee has suggested that a ·handicap involves three different 
... 

kinds of limitations; first, the limitations that the disabil-

ity itself imposes; second, it involves the lim~tations that 

the individual may impose on himself; third, it involves 

those limitations that society may impose on the person who 

is disabled. 1 Most of the handicaps we deal with in the pub

lic schools have been ameliorated by physicians or surgeons 

or impose only a slight disability. 

Physical education teachers can do a great deal to 

prevent children from levying unnecessary mental ~imitations 

on themselves, thereby increasing the total handicap. 

The limitations that society imposes on crippled 

children are unnecessary and public schools can do a great 

deal to overcome this problem. 

Some basic Erinciples !a_ educating crippled children. 

The following principles are quoted from Lee: 

••• crippled children are like normal children in more 
ways than they are different. As a result crippled 
children are educated as nearly like normal children 
as is possible. Homogeneous grouping is employed to 
the full extent that is possible ••• crippled children 
should have as many associations with normal children 
as possible ••• segregation should be minimized. Crip
pled children are placed in special schools and classes 
only when they need special treatment, special services, 

· special equipment of individualized instruction that 
cannot be provided in schools for non-handicapped 
ch1ldren.2 

libid., p. 3. 

2Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
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If we assume Mr. Lee's principles are sound, most of 

the physically handicapped children should be in P,ublic 

school. It becomes the instructor's duty to see that the 

non-handicapped do not place limitations on the . handicapped 

by pity, neglect, ridicule, or_ any other of the numerous 

discriminations • 

. Payins, for the education of the handicapped. It would 

be well for all physical education instructors to better ac

quaint themselves with all agencies concerned with providing 

essential service to crippled children. 

One or the foremost organizations concerned with the 

care and rehabilitation of America's handicapped is The Na

tional Society for Crippled Children and Adults. There ar·e 

over two thousand state and local member societies providing 

a variety or needed services in the fields of health, wel

fare, education, recreation, employment, and rehabilitation 

for the physically handicapped. In 1921, seven states fed

erated their Societies of Crippled Children and formed the 

National Society. In the space of a relatively few years 

the organization has grown to its present proportions. There 

is no doubt that this organization generously sponsors its 

program, but it does not ·solve the total problem of rehabil

itation of the handicapped. 

Every one of the forty-eight states presents a dif

ferent variety of physical, economic, and educational char

acteristics. Individual differences prevail among them : 
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as they do among the people that constitute their respective 

populations. Some states provide excellent facilities in 

their public schools for handicapped children. Others do 

nothing. Why the difference? Important factors toward the 

answer of this question are provided by Elise H. Martensl who 

writes: "Parents and other citizens, educators, and lawmakers 

can do a great deal toward influencing legislation in favor 

or better special education programs." 

The majority of state laws concerning special education 

apply only to crippled children and to those who are deaf or 

hard of hearing, blind, or visually defective, or .socially 

maladjusted.2 Many other children such as the epileptic, the 

speech defective, the tuberculous, the cardiac, and the ment

ally retarded, are equally in need of special services, in-

eluding state aid. Kansas legislation has been especially 

farseeing in this respect.3 

Money makes a difference. Those ·states with high in

come have, on the whole, a much better program than those 

with lower incomes.4 What is the solution? Martens writes: 

lElise H. Martens, ''Where Does Your State Stand?" ~ 
Crippled Child, February, 1948, p. 28. 

2oeorge T. Stafford, Sports for the Hand1cap~d (Second 
edition; New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.;-!947), p •• 

3A · copy of Kansas leg.islation concerning special educa
tion may be found in the appendix. 

4Martens, .2£• cit., p. 29. 
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••• Shall our physically handicapped children in the 
states of low income - and in some of those of higher 
income - sit at home untaught because no suitable pro-

~ gram is provided for them at school? ••• The great ma
jority of our handicapped children must look to the 
public school for any education that is theirs •••• 

. Some offer as a solution the plan of equalizing educa
tional opportunities for handicapped children among 
the states just asJmany states now attempt to equalize 
them within the state. This can only be done through 
the provision of Federal . aid to education# with special 
consideration of the needs of the handicapped. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

The Federal Government does supply some finan-
cial aid to .the states but education for children is 
as yet an untouchable area, and handicapped children 
are too often the losers.l 

The ne~!ssity for federal encouragement is further 

supported by Linck, who writes: 

Just as state legislation to reimburse local 
school boards for excess cost is necessary on a state 
wide basis, so the equali~ation of educational oppor
tunity, both geographically and individually, should · 
be encouraged by federal legislation. 

At the present time, there are no federal aids 
to the states in special education; nor is there any 
official federal-state relationship in special educa
tion as there is, for example, between the federal 
children's bureau and the state agencies for crippled 
children. 

Federal aids ·to the states in special education 
would undoubtedly stimulate activity in this field •••• 
Even with adequate legislation, however, there is still 
the need of bringing home to the man in the street the 
problems on care, treatment, and education of the handi
capped. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

We can say with a fair degree of safety that 
there a~e three million children in the elementary 
schools of this country who need special treatment and 
training. Correlation between exceptional children in 
the elementary grades and the future adults who will 
make up the population of our prisons, hospitals for 

l. Loe. cit. 
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the mentally 111, and for the feeble minded, would, of 
course, be pure guess work, but it seems that adequate 
scientific attitudes toward the exceptional child, in-

~ volving early discovery and early training to bring 
out his aptitudes and to bring his behavior to a habit 
level on a socially acceptable plane, will. prevent a 
great deal of institutionalization and much subsequent 
expense to society. Viewed from this angle, we see 
that education designed to fulfill accurately the 
needs of our child population, and by this we mean 
special education, is still in its infancy.l 

The quotation from Linck was taken from a paper which 

was used as a basis for the discussion at the Orthopedic Sec

tion, Twenty-second Annual Meeting, International Council for 

Exceptional Children Conference, Detroit, .March 8, 1946. 

It will take a great deal of time, effort, and expense 

to bring about equalization of educational opportunity for 

all handicapped children. Physical education instructors · 

must accept part of the responsibility by being prepared, 

interested, and willing. 

lLawrence J. Linck, "Toward a More Adequate Program 
or Education for Crippled Children," Journal or Exceptional 
Children, Vol. 13, No. 5, February, .1947, pp.--r29-132. 



CHAPTER V 

.; - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions were drawn from returned 

questionnaires: (1) the necessary facilities for conducting 

an adequate · physical education program for handicapped boys 

are not available; (2) instructors are overloaded; (3) many 

physical education instructors have had no training for or

ganizing a physical education program for handicapped boys; 

(4) far too few schools have a system for keeping cumulative 

health records; (5) the majority of respondents plan no im

mediate improvement in their programs despite the indication 

that the majority of programs are inadequate. 

Insufficient funds seemed to be an underlying, some

times unrecognized, factor contr_ibuting heavily to the inade

quacy of physical education programs. If this can be assumed 

to be true, it follows that education of- the public to the 

need and to the public's responsibility in meeting this need 

is a necessity or major proportion. Had the schools sur

veyed been adequately financed it is doubtful if any of the 

instructors would have been overloaded, and the necessary 

facilities would have been available. Should adequate finan

cial support be made available, there is still the necessity 

for intelligently adm1niste~ing the program to be as effective 

as possible for all concerned. 

Colleges of physical education should stress physical 
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education for the atypical as well as for the normal student. 

Many times atypical students' contacts with normal students 
" 

are on a basis of parity in everything but physical education. 

mhe handicapped student should have the opportunity to develop 

physically to the maximum of his capacity. The majority of 

his associations after graduation will be with physically 

sound individuals. He will have to compete with them in 

every walk or life. If he learns in school to adjust himself 

accordingly and stress skills within his limitations, he will 

find his task much easier to accomplish. 

Adapted sports does not mean sheltering the individual 

from reality; but it does mean developing what skills he may 

have at his disposal. The rules of any particular activity 

should not be altered to accommodate a particular handicap. 

Rather, games should be presented that can be played in their 

entirety. Handicapped individuals will differ as much in 

ability as children with no handicap. Therefore, . if some 

play a game with a reasonable degree -of skill while others 

play exceptionally well, the purpose has been achieved. There 

will no doubt be some activities of a physical nature that 

those less gifted with ability will be able to perform skill

fully. 

It is difficult for an instructor to accomplish the 

aforementioned without some training in prescribing sports 

for the handicapped. The instructor also needs to be aware 

of the emotional problems that can assert themselves through 
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failure of an individual to measure up to certain physical 

standards. In short, colleges and universities preparing 

men and women for the teaching profession need to recognize 

the importance of the problem and then do something about 

it. The requirements for a major in physical education should 

be raised. A student should be released as a teacher only 

after being adequately trained. It is difficult for an in

structor to improve a physical education curriculum if he 

doesn't know how. 

Instructors interested in providing the best program 

ppssible for handicapped boys need to know as much as possi

ble about each individual before the individual reaches the 

instructor's particular level. Cumulative health records, 

kept up to date, can provide such information. Cumulative 

health records should start .as early as possible and be as 

inclusive as possible. These records should then be made 

available to the physical education department • . The coop

eration of physicians should be sought when delimiting the 

program to secure the best possible result for each handi

capped individual. This takes time and the administration 

as well° as school board and public must be educated to this 

fact. 

The majority of respondents indicated they planned no 

immediate improvement in the·ir respective physical education 

programs despite the fact that the majority indicated they 

felt their present programs were inadequate. This means that 
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something should be done as soon as possible. The State De

partment of Education as well as the colleges and universi

ties could render a great service by extending an invitation 

to physical education instructors over the state to write 

for assistance in organizing their program. If any parti

cular instructor feels his need is critical there should be 

representatives available to make a visit to the particular 

high school and give assistance for a limited time. At the 

same time the colleges and -universities could revamp their 

requirements and curriculum to prepare teachers to meet the 

needs of all students. 

The key to the solution of the problem seems to lie 

in the minds of the public. The handicapped individual has 

every right to expect the same advantages from the school 

curriculum as the non-handicapped. It is time the public 

and all institutions influenced by public opinion awakened 

to this fact. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name-------------------------- Total Number of boys in high 
school? --

.i 

Position----------------------- Does your high school in
clude grades 9 through 12 
or 10 through 12? ------

School Address _______________ How many boyl physical edu
cation teachers? --

1. How many physically handicapped hoys were enrolled in 
high school the first semester (1950-51)? Total • 
(If you do not know the exact number please furnish an 
estimate, marking "est. " after the number. ) . 

Nature of handicap Number of pupils 
Orthopedically handicapped. · •••••• 
Amputees. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cerebral palsy. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Poliomyelitis ••••••••••••• 
Epilep~y • ••••.•••.•• o ••• 

nisease ~ of the heart and arteries ••• 
Hard or hearing • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Defective sight •••••••••••• 
Enlarged tonsils and adenoids ••••• 
Enlarged lymph glands ••••••••• 
Nervous instability •••••••••• 
Nasal obstruction • • • • • • • • • . • • 
Skin defects •••••••••••••• 
Weak lungs. • • • • • • 
Hernia. • • • • • • • • 
Post-operative defects. 
Others: (Please list) 

. . -· ..... 
• • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .. 

2. Do you excuee handicapped students enrolled in physi
cal education to study hall? (Indicate answer . . below) 
a. Some of- them . number . , b. All of them • 
c. None_. -

If some of them are retained in physical education 
class, please indicate what they do: 
a. Used for some type of work such as handing 

out towels, etc •••••••••••• ---b. Participate in physical education 
activities •••••••••••••• ---c. Some of both. • • • • • • • • • • • • ---
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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If some or all handicapped boys are excused from physi
cal education class please indicate how they must obtain 
their excuse. ( Please check the answer or answer.a) 
a. Statement from M. D •••••••• 
b. Statement from parent ••••••• 
e. Statement from the pupil ••••• 
d. Cumulative health records ••••• 
e. From yourself if defect 

is obvious ••••••••••• 
Any others: 

If some or all handicapped boys participate in physical 
education activities they are placed: 

a. In the same class with normal children ••• 
b. In separate classes adapted to their needs. 
c. In separate group in the same class ••••• 
List others: 

Do you follow a physician's reconunendations when pre
scribing sports and corrective exercises for the handi-
capped {yes or no) • 

Do you feel that your physical education program is ade
quate to meet the needs of all your physically handicapped 
students? (yes or no) • If you feel your program pro
vides adequately for some types of physically handicapped 
pupils, please indicate in the space below the types pro
vided for: 

If inadequate, it is because or: (check one or more) 
a. Lack or interest on the pa~t of: - - . 

the administration ••••• 
individual teachers. · ••• 

b. Lack or training and knowledge or 
procedure ••••••••••••• 

c. Insufficient time •••••••••• 
d. Lack of proper facilities •••••• 
e.. Lack of money • • • • • • • • • • • • 
List others: 

9. Have you had any college training in prescribing sports 
for the handicapped? {yes or no) • Number or semes-
ter hours • ----

10. Do you have any means or securing health information 
about children of pre-school age? (yes or no) • 
If so, what: 
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11. Are cumulative health records of students kept in your 
district? (yes or no) • At what grade level are 
these rec,ords started? • 

12. Are you planning a definite improvement in your program 
for physically hahd1capped boys immediately or at least 
by next year? {yes or no) 
!.t .l!2.. h.Q.!: 

13. Will you please use the other side of this sheet to in
dicate what specific activities and exercises are pro
vided for each type of your physically handicapped 
boys. 

If you care to supply any additional information or wish 
to conunent on the questionnaire, please do so below or 
use the other side of this sheet. 
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1. WHAT IS THE DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION? --'l!he Division 
or· Special Education is a part of the . State Department of 
Education. It was established by the 1949 Kansas Legis
lature by House Bill No. 440. The division is to promote, 
direct, and supervise programs of special education for 
exceptional children of Kansas. The Legislature provided 
an annual appropriation of $15,000 for the biennium for 
the maintenance of the division. 

2. WHO ARE EXCEPrrIONAL CHILDREN? --Kansas Law provides that 
"exceptional children.n are a11 children under twenty-one 
years of age who are physically or mentally handicapped, 
emntionally or socially maladjusted, and intellectually· 
superior. The specific types of exceptions listed are: 

1 Crippled m Tube·rculosis 
2 Defective sight Cerebral palsy 
3 Hard of hearing Emotionally or socially 
4 Speech defectives maladjusted 
5 Heart . disease (91 Intellectually inferior 

(10 Intellectually superior 

or, who are unable to attend publtc school classes with 
normal children by reason of any physical or mental de
fect. 

3. WHAT IS SPECIAL EDUCATION? --Special Education is regular 
· educat'ion plus--the _ 0 plus ''· pertains to the special ser
vices and adjustments needed by an exceptional child to 
help him learn at his best. The exceptional child's 
needs and desires are basically the same as those of 

. children in general--but in addition, he has a handicap 
requiring extra services and adjustments. 
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4. IS EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN REQUIRED BY LAW? -
Kansas statutes state that the . local school district may 

~ provide special services to exceptional children. (The 
legislation is ' permissive rather than mandatory.) 

5. HOW MAY THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT PAY FOR SPECIAL EDUCA
TION? --The local school district may levy a tax not to 
exceed one mi~l on all taxable tangible property in addi
tion to all other tax levies authorized or limited by 
law. Revenue from this tax levy is to be used for 
special education. 

6. WHAT SPECIAL SERVICES MAY THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
PROVIDE? . --The local school district: 

(1) May provide transportation to another district, if 
there are not services offered by local dist·rict. 

(2) May establish and organize one or more suitable 
special classes. 

(3) May provide for instruction in regular classes 
or in the home. · 

(4) May provide special racilities and equipment for 
special classes and special schools or home in
struction. 

(5) May provide instruction in any nearby school di.s
trict in which special services are established 
upon the mutual agreement of the governing bodies 
or the school districts affected. 

(6) May pay tuition to a district where services are. 
offered if none are available in the local dis
trict. 

(7) May prescribe the use of other aids to special ed
. ucation such as physical therapy, corrective gym

nastics, rest periods, warm lunches, social 
counseling, and vocational counseling and training. 

(8) Shall employ qualified teachers to teach exception
al children certified by the Division of Special 
Education. 

7. WHERE MAY SPECIAL EDUCATION TAKE PLACE? --Special educa
tion may take place in the regular classroom, residential 
schools, private institutions, state schools hospitals, 
or in the home. The. manner of organization for each 
school system will always be designed in terms or the 
"child's needs". 
' . 

8. HOW CAN EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN BE IDENTIFIED? --Many types 
of exceptional children may be _identified through care
ful observation by teachers, parents, ·social workers, 
and other persons working with children. Many children 
are identified through various types of screening exam
inations such as for hearing, vision, speech, and through 
school testing programs. Others are identified through 
physical examinations. · 
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9. WHO CAN PROVIDE DIAGNOSIS? --Parents, teachers, and other 
persons working w1 th child.ren may make referrals for 
children to such specialists as a psychologist, otologist, 

~ opthalmologist, medical advisor, speech therapist, family 
phy~ician, or other qualified specialists. 

10. WHAT ARE SOME SPECIAL SERVICES THE SCHOOL CAN PROVIDE? -
The . school may furnish such services or adjustments as.: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Special adjustments in regular classes by the class- . 
room teacher. · 
Services of counselors, school social workers, 
psychologists, speech correctionists, special 
education teachers, therapists. 
A modified curriculum to fit the child-'s learning 
capacity or for adjustments for other disabilities. 
Rest periods, adequate nutrition, therapy, voca
tional counseling and traini'ng, socic:11 counseling. 
Visiting teachers for homebound and hospitalized 
children. 
A shortened school day, with a reduced ·program of 
studies for low vitality children. · 
Teachers for special classes such as sight con
servation, hearing conservation, mentally retarded, 
and the like. 

11. WHEN MAY A CHILD BE EXCLUDED FROM SCHOOL? --When a school 
district has_provided special educational. facilities as 
provided by law for any exceptional children, it shall. 
be the duty of the parent or guardian to enroll the child 
for instruction .except in the event a doctor's certifi
cate is filed with the clerk of th~ school district show
ing that it is inadvisable for the exceptional child to 
receive the special education provided. In fact, no 
child, normal or exceptional, may be excluded from school 
without a doctor's permit. It must be remembered that as 
a rule, excluding children means that they are receiving 
no education of any type. 

12. IS REPORTING OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN REQUIRED BY LAW? -
It is the duty .of the . clerk of each school district, as 
a part of the annual . school census, to file a report with 
the county superintendent each year on or before July 
first on blanks prepared for that purpose by the State 
Division of Special Eduqation, listing the name, sex, 
age, address, and disability or gift of every exception
al child of school age, together with the name and address 
of his parents or guardian. All school census takers _must 
also report to the county superintendent all exceptional 
children not enrolled in the public schools, giving the 
name, age, and nature of handicap of each physically or 
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mentally handicapped child, plus the name and address 
of the parents or guardians. 

13. HOW MANY EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN ARE THERE IN KANSAS? -
From September l, 1949, until June l, 1950, the school 

~ census reports had identified 6,945 exceptional children. 
This number represents about two-thirds of Kansas coun
ties. 

Kansas institutions, orphanages, and private agencies 
are to be surveyed soon. By September l, 1950, the 
number will probably reach at least 12,000 exceptional 
children. These statistics will represent actual 
children who will be listed by name, age, sex, type of 
disability, whether they are in school, and if they are 
receiving services elsewhere. 

The figures do not represent the true number of children 
in Kansas needing services. According to a study made 
by the U. s. Office of Education, about 12.4 percent of 
all school children need some type or- special services 
or adjustments. The Kansas school census for June, 1949, 
listed 442,660 children in Kansas between the ages of 
five and twenty-one. From this number an estimated 
55,000 children could profit from special services or 
adjustments. Thus, the need for special education in 
Kansas is definitely establ!shed. . 

14. HOW CAN MORE EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN KANSAS BENEFIT 
FROM SPECIAL EDUCATION? 

More exceptional children could benefit from special 
services if the local school districts were financially 
able to provide the extra services. needed, which in 
turn entail extra costs. There· is no such thing as a 
state special education program without state financial 
aid to local districts. There are three reasons: 

(1) Equalization of opportunity to.!!.! exceptional 
children. School districts in Kansas vary from those 
which are extremely poor to those which have abundant 
resources. A special education program supported en
tirely from local funds means that only the wealthy 
districts will participate. This results in a spotted 
state program, with .many children--especially in the 
rural areas--being deprived entirely of needed services. 

(2) Development o~ cooperative services. Kansas 
has about .5,000 school districts. The pupil population 
in many of these districts is too small to justify the 
employment of specialists to serve only one district. 
In all areas outside of the larger cities, several school 
districts will need to cooperate if services are to be 
.provided on anything like an economical basis. In some 
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instances, services will need to be county-wide. There 
is no way to bring about cooperative arrangements among 
districts unless a financial inducement is offered. 

{3) Effective state regulation and supervision of 
services may be better maintained. .State aid would of
fer an incentive to local school districts to employ 
certified teachers, use approved equipment, and main
tain a high quality of instruction in terms of needs 
of exceptional children. 

15. WHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF STATE AID NEEDED FOR EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDREN . IN KANSAS? 

There is no way of estimating 1n advance the actual 
amount of state money needed to finance a program of 
special education for Kansas children. Forty-one 
states make some type of provisions for exceptional 
children. Their programs range in cost from $10,000 to 
more than $1,000,000 a year. Many states provide special 
educational programs which cost from $100 to ·$500 a 
child, depending upon the disability •. Other states 
pay local districts for the excess cost of providing 
special services. (This represents the cost above that 
of education for the normal child.) A few states pro~ 
vide specialized teachers organized on a unit plan. 

At the present time, studies are being made in Kansas to 
determine the needs of exceptional children in relation
ship to costs. State a~propriations will be necessary · 
if all the exceptional children of Kansas are to be 
helped by special services and adj~stments. 

16. WHAT ARE THE DUTIES OF THE STAFF OF THE DIVISION OF 
SPECIAL EDUCATION? 

{1) To aid school districts in the organization of 
special schools, classes, and instructional facilities 
for exceptional children, and to supervise the system 
of .special education for exceptional children in Kansas 
schools. 

(2) To establish _standards for teachers -of excep
tional children and to recommend for certificates teach
ers who qualify for such instruction. 

(3) To adopt plans to establish and maintain day 
classes, schools, home instruction, and other methods 
of special education for exceptional children. 

(4) To prescribe courses and curricula for special 
schools, . special classes and special instruction of ex
ceptional children, including physical and psychological 
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examinations, and to prescribe minimum requirements for 
exceptional children to be admitted to any such special 
schools, classes, or instructions. 

(5) To encourage school districts through consulta
tion and . guidance to make provision for gifted children 
by adapting school work to their needs, and to waive 
restrictions which interfere with the development of 
children. 

(6) To initiate the establishment of classes for ex
ceptional children in hospitals and homes in cooperation 
with their managers and local school districts. 

(7) To cooperate with school districts in arranging 
for any exceptional child to attend school in a district 
other than the one in which he resides when there are no 
available special services within the district in which 
he lives • . 

(8) To cooperate _with existihg _:agencies such as the 
State Department of Social Welfare, the State Board or 
Health, the Kansas Receiving Home for Children, Kansas 
School for the Deaf, and the Kansas School for the 
Blind; the State Sanatorium for Tuberculosis, the Kan-
sas Crippled Children Commission, or other agencies con
cerned with the welfare and health of exceptional children 
in coordination of their educational activities for such 
children. 

(9) To investigate and study the subject of special 
education for exceptional children. 

(10) To make rules and regulations to carry out the 
powers and duties of the Division of Special Education. 

17. WHAT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE DIVISION OF 
SPECIAL EDUCATION? 

The Division of Special Education will offer consultative 
services to any school or county upon request from the 
proper authority for purposes of: 

(1) Conferring with teachers or parents about 
individual cases. 

(2) Working with classroom teachers to bring about 
adjustments for exceptional children. 

(3) Coordination of other agencies working with 
children who also provide specific services. 
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(4) Providing materials upon request concerning 
special services. 

(5) Providing some individual testing. 

(6) Meeting with groups for in-service training. 

(7) Planning· with school administrators and school 
boards concerning Special Education programs. 

18. WHAT PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE DIVISION OF 
SPECIAL.EDUCATION? 

Various publications dealing with handicapped children 
are available from The Division of Special Education-
some are free and some are on a loan basis. Request 
for spec-ific types of publications should be made to: 

Division of Special Education 
State Department of Public Instruction 
Topeka, Kansas 

19. HOW CAN TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR PARENTS OBTAIN THE 
SE~VICES OF THE DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION?. 

A letter of request addressed to the Director, Division 
of Special Education, State Department of Public In
struction, Topeka, Kansas, will receive immediate 
attention • . 




